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FINDING TIES THAT BIND

Ths paper taes a comparative view at the backgrounds, experiences and works of three

Pulitzer prize winnng Black female wrters; namely, Maya Angelou, Toni Morrson and Alice

Walker, for the ultimate purose of possibly realizing a modicum of wrting talent that may be

present in this want-to-be wrter. I believe that the ability to wrte well is a God-given taent.

However, I also realize that there is extraordinar worth in using personal and cultual

experiences to frame and tell stories. I am anticipating that by discoverig commonalities in the

backgrounds, experiences and works of these three brillant female wrters, coupled with the

hope of makng a connection with some of these same commonalities in my own life, I will be

inspired and encouraged to move forward in fufilling a writing career. I know that this wil be a

very humbling experience on my par; even so, I am prepared to underte this intiative.

Without fuher ado:



Authors' Backgrounds

Maya Angelou

Maya Angelou was born Marguerite Johnson on April 4, 1928 in St. Louis, Missour.

She is the second child of Bailey, a doorkeeper and naval dietician and Vivian Baxter, a nurse

and realtor. Maya Angelou has one sibling, a brother, Bailey. The name "Maya" resulted from

her brother trying to say "my sister". When Maya Angelou was seven years old, she was raped

and left traumatized, not taking for four years. Durg ths time, Maya became a voracious

reader of literatue. When she did sta talkng again, it was with great eloquence. Because of

Maya Angelou's tubulent childhood, she was promiscuous at an early age and was pregnant at

the age of sixteen. By the time Maya Angelou was in her early twenties, she had been a Creole

cook, a streetcar conductor, a cocktl waitress, a dancer, a poet, a mada and an unwed mother.

Maya's last name "Angelou" is from her former marage to a man named Tosh Angelou. By the

end of the 1950s, Angelou became increasingly interested in developing her skills as a wrter.

She moved to New York where she joined the Harlem Writers Guild.

Toni Morrison

Toni Morrson was born Chloe Anthony Wofford on Febru 18, 1931 in Lorain, Ohio.

Her father, George Wofford, was a shipyard welder; her mother, Ramah Wilis Wofford, was a

housewife. Toni Morrson is the second of four children. She graduated with honors from

Lorai High SchooL. Toni Morrson attended Howard University, where she majored in English

and miored in classics. It was in college when she changed her name to Toni (explainng) that

people had trouble pronouncing "Chloe." Ms. Morrson eared a master's degree in English at

Cornell in 1955. Afterwards, she retued to Howard to teach English. At Howard she met and

mared Harold Morrson, a Jamcan architect. As the marage was endig, Morrson retued
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to Lorain, Ohio with her two small sons, Harold Ford and Slade Kevin. Afer Morrson's

divorce, she moved to Syracuse, New York in 1965, where she worked as a textbook editor.

Eighteen month later she went to work as an editor at the New York City headquaers of

Random House. In 1989, Toni Morrson accepted the Robert Goheen Professorship in creative

wrting, women's studies, and Afcan studies at Priceton University, becomig the first black

female to be so honored by the Ivy League.

Alice Walker

Alice Walker was born on Febru 9, 1944 in Eatonton, Georgia. Alice was the eighth

and last child of Wilie Lee and Minne Lou Grant Waler who were sharecroppers. Alice

Waler is deeply proud of her cultual mixed heritage of Afrcan and Cherokee Indian. When

Alice Waler was eight years old, she lost sight in one eye when her oldest brother shot her with

a BB gu by accident. She graduated from high school as valedictorian of her class. Alice

attended Spelman College in Atlanta, Georgia for two years and then transferred to Sarah

Lawrence College in New York. In 1964, Alice traveled to Afrca as an exchange student. She

received her Bachelor of Ars Degree from Sarah Lawrence in 1965. Afer fishing college,

Alice Walker lived for a short time in New York. She moved to Tougaloo, Mississippi in the

mid 1970s. Alice Walker curently lives in Nortern Californa with her dog, Marley.
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Commonalities Noted in Authors' Backgrounds

Maya Angelou, Toni Morrson and Alice Waler were all born into lower socioeconomic

famlies. Accordig to experts, such as David Shafer, children who are born into lower

socioeconomic family unts tend to be destined for blue-collar work, adhering to rues and

reguations.

"For example, parents from the lower socialeconomic stratu, who

tyically work for a boss and must defer to his or her authority, tend to stress
obedience, neatness, cleaniness, and respect for power - attbutes that should

enable their children to fuction effectively withn a blue-collar economy. By
contrast, middle-class parents, paricularly those who work for themselves or who- -
are professionals, are more likely to stress ambition, curosity, creativity, and
independence ..." (Shaffer 582)

These thee authors, obviously, are exceptions to ths generalization. Ths exceptional

commonality underscores the authors' innate intellectu abilties to be creative wrters.

Maya Angelou and Alice Walker both suffered traumatic childhood experiences. Walker

lost sight in one eye and Angelou was raped, renderig both to be withdrawn as children. But

ths unortate loneliness allowed each to become avid readers, which has had a huge impact on

their abilities to wrte well. Toni Morrson and Alice Waler both excelled in school, giving

each a sense of early achievement, instiling pride and self-confdence in their intellectul

abilities. Maya Angelou is an exception to anyone's measure of intellectu abilty, given that

she is largely self-educated.

Maya Angelou and Toni Morrson both changed their given names - Ms. Angelou

explaing "Maya" as an affectionate name given to her by her brother, and Toni citing people's

inability to pronounce "Chloe." "Toni" is taen from her given middle name "Anthony."

Angelou, Morrson, and Waler are single parents. Ths single-parenta role is thematic

in their storyelling. In Angelou's I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings. it is clear from her
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constat references to her grandmother, who was the only stable force in Angelou's young life,

that Angelou gives much hearfelt credit to the grandmother's single parent role in shaping her as

a strong Black female and instiling moral character withi herself and her brother. In

Morrson's Beloved, the central character Sethe is a single mother trying to cope with her recluse

teenager, Denver. In Waler's The Color Purle. the central character Celie taes on the role of a

single parent to her sister Nettie.

Authors' Experiences and Influences

Historical lriuences

Historically, the effect of coloniation has had a direct impact on women wrters. Tht is

to say, women's wrtings usually encompass a voice, whether faint or demanding, for fair

treatment, equality and acceptace. Maya Angelou's I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings is an

autobiographical account of Angelou's struggles as a young girl left traumatized from being

taen advantage of by a Black male famly-frend. In Beloved. Toni Morrson explores the

experience and roles of black women in a racist and male dominated society. Also, Alice

Walker's novel, The Color Purle, centers around the mistreatment, inequaity and tota disregard

for women.

Cultural lriuences

Maya Angelou's works depict "an impulse towards transcendence."l Afcan-American

cultue is rooted in the belief that one must rise above one's humble begings, bad experiences

and life challenges. Also in keeping with Angelou's Afcan Southern roots, she acknowledges

her superstitious natue in I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings:

1 Angelou Quote: htt://voices.cIa.um.edu/vglBios/entries/angelou maya.html
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"Natually, I believed in hants and ghosts and thgs. Having been raised
by a super-religious Southern Negro grandmother, it would have been abnormal
had I not been superstitious." (129)

Cultually, mysticism has always been associated with Afcan storyelling. In the center

of Morrson's complex and multilayered naratives is the unque cultual inheritace of Afcan-

Americans. Morrson credits her parents for acquating her with the black lore mysticism that

permeates her fiction. Morrson confesses in an interview with Jean Strouse - Newsweek

Magazine: "We were intimate with the superntual. We were always begging them to repeat the

stories that terrfied us the most."

Cultually, nonetheless, one's storyellng can employ negative criticism from its related

communty. For example, Alice Waler's The Color Purle exemplifies so well how cultually

the "airng of dirt laundr" can have a negative impact. Alice Walker received great criticism

from the Black communty, especially from Black men, in her "negative" depictions of Black

men in The Color Purle. On the other hand, we see Alice Waler's cultual roots in The Same

River Twice - Honorig the Diffcult, an autobiography. In Honorig the Diffcult. Walker is

finding that she can mainta joy in her life even in the midst of tremendous pain. Suriving in

the midst of tremendous pai has been a constat for Afcan Americans. In Walker's and

Angelou's works, we see them steadfastly maitang themselves in the midst of their storms.

Religious Influences

In preparation for this segment of my paper, I read Black Female Writers' Perspective on

Religion: Alice Walker and Calixthe Beyala. I leared that traditionally, Black female wrters'

treatment of religious issues, due in most par to their belated st to wrte literatue,

reprianded and challenged the Black communty to rid itself of the har patrarchal symbol

representing God; that renders God as nothig more than a mere man of white hair and ski that
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literally enslaved Black women for so long. Alternatively, these wrters have urged the Black

communty to replace this male-symbolism of God with the image of God as being natue all

around - trees, flowers, wid and dir - as seen though the eyes of Waler's femae protagonist,

Sug Avery, in The Color Purle.

Maya Angelou's poem "Our Grandmothers" dramatizes so well Black women's plight

and past and/or present contemptuous attitudes toward mainstream religion:

"Our Grandmothers who stood in midocean, seeking dr land.!She
searched God's face.! Assured, she placed her fire of service I On the alta, and
though clothed in the finery of faith when/She appeared at the templedoor no sign
welcomedIlack Grandmother."2

Toni Morrson's contempt for the traditional perspective of God is quite apparent in her

novel The Bluest Eye. Morrson does not limt God to the traditiona Western belief of Father,

Son and Holy Ghost, rather she depicts a four face of God - a "redesigned Sata." As Pecola is

thown out of Geraldine's house, she sees a portait of an Anglicized Jesus "looking down at her

with sad and unsurrised eyes" (76) an image of God who seems either incapable of helping her

or complicit in her suferig.

With this portait of Jesus, Morrson introduces us to one of the
shortcomings of the Western model of God, namely the problem of how a
supposedly omnpotent and loving God can allow the existence of evil and
suferig. Morrson reintroduces ths model of an inadequate God, of a deity
incapable of alleviating or unwilling to rectify the injustices of human society ..."
(2)

From Angelou's, Morrson's and Walker's religious perspectives, there is mutully

recognzable contempt for a "male" humanzed God. Ths view is in keeping with early Black

female wrters who rejected traditional Western beliefs of God as all merciful and just,

2 The Complete Collected Poems of Maya Angelou, p.19.
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paricularly in the face of the Black female's enslavement and domesticated mistreatment by

men.

Social Influences

Demonstrating their respect and concern for others, these three prolific authors have been

involved in may social activities. Angelou, Morrs and Waler serve as unversal social

activists worthy of emulation.

Maya Angelou was very active in the tuultuous civil rights era, acting as nortern

coordinator for Marin Luther King Jr.' s Southern Chrstian Leadership Conference. She has

been and stil is an out spoken proponent for women support groups, advocating agaist violence

and adversity toward women. Maya Angelou explains her membership in three different

churches as viewig the church as a way to "literally reach out into the communty."

Alice Walker has been a staunch supporter for countless social causes. She has wrtten

and spoken out for the women's movement, the anti-apareid movement, the anti-nuclear

movement, and female genital mutilation.

Toni Morrson has been an inuential force for many durg her professorships at

Howard, Texas Southern, Yale, and Priceton Universities. Among her students have been the

poet Am Barak; Andrew Young, former mayor of Atlanta Georgia; Stokely Carchael, civil

rights activist; and Claude Brown, author of Manchild in the Promised Land. Morrson also

nured Black authors such as Angela Davis, June Jorda and Wesley Brown.
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Discussion of Authors' Pulitzer Works

I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings by Maya Angelou - 1969

I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings ilustrates so well Angelou's proclivity for command

of words. Ms. Angelou has the ability to use words and language that express deep hearfelt joy

as well as saddness. Ths first work of Maya Angelou's is an autobiography of her early years.

Ths book reflects the essence of her struggle to overcome the abuse and limtations that were

placed upon her as a child. I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings inspires and encourages us to

persevere in our own challenges with the assured belief that stil we "shall rise."

Maya Angelou is gifted with lingustic and analytical intelligencies. Her work is

analytical in natue as she wrtes about her adoration for her younger brother and her sympathy

for her forelorned father:

"Of all the needs (there are none imaginar) a lonely child has, the one that
must be satisfied, if there is going to be hope and a hope of wholeness, is the
unshakng need for an unshakble God. My prett Black brother was my
Kingdom Come." (22-23)

Of her father she wrtes:

It seemed hard to believe that he was a lonely person, searching

relentlessly in bottles, under women's skirts ... loft job titles for his "personal
niches," lost before bir and unecovered since. It was obvious to me then tht he
had never belonged in Staps, .... How maddening it was to have been born in a
cotton field with aspirations of grandeur."(179)

Maya Angelou also anyzes herself as she taes on her roles as granddaughter, sister,

mece, daughter, step-daughter, student and victim. Angelou's analytical perspectives about

others and self are the keystones for her wrtings.
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Beloved by Toni Morrson - 1987

Beloved is an excellent, no brillant, example of a wrter who assigns the reader to be the

interpreter. Morrson's multi-layered work astounds us with its genius. In preparg for ths

paper, I read "To be Loved and Cry Shame": A psychological reading of Toni Morrison's

Beloved by Lynda Koolish, an author and professor of English and Comparative Literatue at San

Diego State University. I was intrgued by Koolish's spin on the novel, probably because of my

interest in psychology. Koolish suggests that Beloved is a story about the continuous attempt for

psychic wholeness stemming from the aftermath of slavery, given the horrfic events that took

place durg that time. Koolish's tae is tht Beloved's chaacter is a multiple personaity of

Sethe's, the central chaacter in the noveL. Due to the horrfic act of killing her children, Sethe

creates multiple personalities, i.e., Beloved, Amy Denver, among others. Koolish's

psychological rendering about Beloved at first seem to be a stretch but as one absorbs her spin,

could not it be possible? Now that I have reread Beloved at ths point and time in my life and am

more open to accepting and appreciating others' opinons and interpretations, I believe Beloved

to be as ambiguous as Morrson intended it to be. The ambiguty of Beloved is the premium

force behid the noveL. Given this, I do believe that not just one interpretation was intended;

spin such as Koolish's just add to the deliberate cleverness and elusiveness of the story.

The Color Purle by Alice Walker - 1983

The Color Purle is a beautifu yet distubing story about love, hate, yearg and loss.

Ths is a story about a young woman and the mental and physical mistreatment of her by the

Black men in her life. Ths young woman finds love in and empathy from another woman. Ths

taboo relationship is at the source of the story as well as the main character's yearg for her lost

sister and stolen children. Ths novel maes us paily aware of how a hum spirit can be
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beaten down and left to die uness it wills itself to fid surival out of the sheer grace of God.

Celie, the main chaacter, wrtes letters to God in a jourl-like form which is cathaic in and of

itself. It is clear that her wrting to God gives Celie a safe place to deposit her intimate feelings

and thoughts; in tu, giving the reader inight into her extraordin spirit. Her physical

ugliness is a matter of her environment and condition but her spirt is captued in her wrtings.

Here is where I believe Walker dually demonstrates so well how wrting can be one of the most

usefu tools in expressing and revealing one's inter-self as well as relating to and encouraging

others to rise above their circumstaces.

Common Themes Noted in Authors' Pulitzer Works

Four major themes among the thee wrters' works: (1) facing human tragedy; (2)

overcomig adversity; (3) chalenging perceptions and images; and (4) mysticism. An over-

archig theme in all three works is strong Black women.

In Angelou's, Morrson's and Waler's storyellng, there is a lot of human tragedy, i.e.

rapes and killings. There is the rape of Angelou by her mother's boyfiend; the rape and hanging

of Sethe's mother by a white angr mob; the rape of young Celie by her mother's husband. We

have the apparent killing of Angelou's rapist. Celie's father is lynched and killed by white men

because he ha a thving far.

One huge lesson tht permeates all three novels is: people can over come the most

diffcult of circumstaces. There is an attempt for psychological healing in the thee mai

chaacters in each noveL. Angelou gives glory to God in healing her mid. Celie finds solace in

her life in wrting to God. Toni Morrson's Sethe's mind splits in order to surive. The thee

ma chaacters in each story seek redemption, forgiveness and peace.
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There has been criticism about the misrepresentation and images of Black men in

Angelou's, Morrson's and Waler's works. I th ths unai criticism lends itself 
to the unai

rendering of one being anti-white because they profess to be pro-Black. Because these authors

wrte about strong Black women, ths does not render them to be anti-Black mae. There was

wide criticism in the Black communty about the representation of Black men in The Color

Purle, paricularly from the Black male's point of view. One such critic was Alvin Poussaint,

M.D., professor of psychiatry at Harard Medical School:

". .. reintroduced tensions between Black men and Black women a decade
ago ... because of its theme of Black male mistreatment of Black women in one
Black famly."

There is also the peppering of mysticism in their storyellng. Angelou as a young girl -

stops talkng and when she resumes talking, it is with great eloquence. Sethe's baby girl is a

ghost that has invaded her home. Celie signs to Mister with her hands as to put a hex on him.

The use of mysticism in their storyelling can be credited to their Afrcan ancestres.

Intended Audiences for Angelou, Morron and Walker
(Who do Angelou, Morrson and Waler Write for?)

When I first began this project, I asked frends of mine whose personal and professional

opinons I respected: "What would you want to know most about your favorite wrter?" The

most popular responses were: "Who do they wrte for; and why do they wrte?"

Dr. Maya Angelou is a remarkable Renaissance woman who is hailed as one of the great

voices of contemporar literatue. As a poet, educator, historian, best-sellng author, actress,

playwght, civil-rights activist, producer and diector, she continues to travel the world,

spreading legendar wisdom. Maya Angelou has inspired generations with her talent and passion

for social change. In most of her wrtings, it is her contention to help people, especially children,
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who are strggling in life. Maya Angelou is fluent in English, French, Spansh, Itaian, Arabic

and Ghanan Fante. Although Maya Angelou is often introduced as "Dr." Maya Angelou, she

does not have a college degree. All of her doctorates are honorar. Maya Angelou captivates

audiences though the vigor and sheer beauty of her words and lyrics.

In 1993 while giving a lectue at Priceton, Morrson was asked by a student ''who she

wrote for?" Morrson replied,

"I want to wrte for people like me, which is to say black people, curous
people, demanding people -- people who can't be faked, people who don't need to
be patronized, people who have very, very high criteria."3

Toni Morrson's work is very challenging to read, indeed. I first attempted to read

Beloved about 20 years ago. I have to admit I had not a clue as to what was going on in the

beging, in the middle, nor at the end of the story, zilch. In re-reading the narative now with

"all of my lights on," I am amazed at every line. Toni Morrson engages us to thnk and thi

and th about the contention of the text.

The Same River Twice - Honoring the Diffcult, is the autobiography of Alice Walker. In

this book, Waler is very honest and open about her bisexuaity, her broken relationships and her

hearbreak over the misconception about her "apparent" dista for Black men. Alice Waler

wrtes to encourage men and women to develop and honor "self' in whatever form may

materialize. Ths concept is very present in her wrting in the self-development of the central

character Celie in The Color Purle. It is also apparent in Walker's depiction of her self-

development as well.

3 Morrson Quote: http://voices.cla.um.edu/vgIios/entries/morrison toni.html
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Personal Tributes to Morrson, Walker and Angelou

I have to admt when I first decided upon this endeavor, I secretly hoped to find

commonalities between myself and Toni Morrson. She is my favorite of the three authors. I

love the way she wrtes, with such intelligence and cleverness. I had the pleasure of meeting Ms.

Morrson at her book signng for Love in Chicago in 2004. While waiting in line for almost three

hours, I pondered what I would say to her. Perhaps somethg like: "You are my favorite author.

I have always wanted to meet you. I am one of your biggest fans. I admre you," etc. But when I

finally met and spoke to her, all I could say was, "You are absolutely beautifuL." She looked up

at me and gave me a huge smile and said "Than you." I tred to captue her smile with my

cheap camera (needless to say, the photo image was poor) but, I have that beautifu image on my

desk at home. I am not one easily impressed by people, but my meeting Toni Morrson that day

made my year.

But then, there is Alice Walker -- and I am -- "Seeking Bernice." At this point in my life,

I have a very strong desire to discover my God given talent, which means discovering the essence

of who God meant me to be. Honesty can be an agonizing, soul searchig experience, as Ms.

Walker demonstrates so well in "Honoring the Diffcult." Pain promotes growth in all of us. I

am attempting to do that right now as I wrte and fish ths paper. I feel very vuerable but yet

open to where this jourey may tae me. I am so distubed at the thought of -- is this all there is

for me? I try want to get on about the business of fidig peace and joy in the rest of my life. I

am very cognizant of the fact that I do not want to leave this world without experiencing the joy

of realizing my God given taent, discoverig my tre self. We all deserve that, I try believe

that. I want to fully actuize as a person. I trst that Alice Walker, not only in her work but also

in her personal life, has decided to honor the totaity of herself and, regardless of what others may
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think, abide peacefuly in that place giving honor to it. Alice Waler, for me, is a model, a

genuine person exercising her inalienable right to be who she is. Ths is a position I envy and am

aspirng to reach.

Now that I have reread Maya Angelou's I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings, my mind and

hear are open to what it really mean to "rise above one's circumstaces." Ms. Angelou in l

Know Why the Caged Bird Sings leaves to no one's imagination what it feels like to be raped at

eight years old, the accompanyig pai, the requied strengt and the ever-present knowledge of

having been violated as a child and no one saved you, not even the "Green Hornet" or Almighty

God.

" His legs were squeezing my waist. "Pull down your drawers." I

hesitated for two reasons: he was holding me too tight to move, and I was sure
that any miute my mother or Bailey or the Green Hornet would bust in the door
and save me. ...

"We was just playing before." He released me enough to snatch down my
bloomers, and then he dragged me closer to hi. Turg the radio up loud, too

loud, he said, "If you scream, I'm gonna kill you. And if you tell, I'm gonn kill
Bailey." ...

Then there was the pai. A breakg and enterig when even the senses

are torn apar. The act of rape on an eight-year old body is a matter of the needle
giving because the camel can't. The child gives, because the body can, and the
mind of the violator canot.

... "I didn't mean to hur you, Ritie. I didn't mean it. But don't you tell.
... Remember, don't you tell a soul." (63)

... Walg down the street, I felt the wet on my pants, and my hips
seemed to be comig out their sockets. I couldn't sit long on the hard seats in the
librar (they had been constrcted for children), ...1 had staited to bur between
my legs more than the tie I'd wasted Sloan's Linment on myself. My legs
thobbed, or rather the insides of my thghs thobbed, with the same force that Mr.
Freeman's hear had beaten. ..." (64)

Maya Angelou's account of this rape, coupled with the realization that she and her

¡

brother were not the most importt considerations in their parent's peculiar lives is

hearbreakg. She gives us a lesson in how the "'uconsidered" can find solace in each other,
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which is absolutely inspirg and effective in helping hold little broken hears together. Ms.

Angelou writes about her personal life experiences, encouraging others to lear. I know why the

caged bird sings - it sings because it must - or it will die. But it also sings to inspire others to

sing so they can live as well. Angelou's wrtings have been described as ''joy and hope riding in

a river of liquid prose."4 How absolutely tre.

Given my personal hearfelt trbutes to Toni Morrson, Alice Waler and Maya Angelou,

I have to concede that I did not fid stong connections between my background and experiences

as they relate to the backgrounds and experiences of these thee beautifu wrters. However, I am

stil inspired.

Writer?
(Seeking Bernice)
Background - BJ

Bernice Grier Johnson - "BJ"

I was born Bernce An Grier in a small southern town in LaGrange, Georgia on May 20,

1951. I was raised by both parents and shared them with five other siblings, myself being the

four child. We lived on an unpaved street in a "shotgun" framed house with two and a half

bedrooms, a kitchen and livig room. (Honoring the difcult) My mother never attended school,

and my dad had a sixth-grade education and worked in the town's textile mill. My brothers,

sisters and I attended the combined local Black elementa and high school, Eas Depot.

4Kelly Luker Quote: http://\v\vv.'.metroactive.com/papers/cruz/02.20.97/mava-angelou-9708.html
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Commonalities Noted in Authors' Backgrounds and BJ's

I also share a "low socioeconomic" background with the three authors. However, I

tended to and I deliberately use this past tense, followed the general rue of adherig to rues and

reguations while my brave three authors were exceptions. I too was a good student but had little

ambition.

I, too, like Alice Walker, was born in Georgia and claim my Afrcan and maternal Indian

heritages, I suspect for the same reason that Alice Walker does. Afcan Amercans have ver

short traceable origins - we claim what we can. One of the main reasons we are rendered

confsed about our identities today is because of the slave trde in which we were severed from

our roots. My mother as well had a very superstitious natue that grew out of her African and

Indian cultues. My younger brother had astha really bad and at night he could not sleep. My

mother sought remedies from Ms. Inez, "the known old voodoo woman" across the street. The

woman advised my mother to let my brother sleep on a tree brach underneath his mattess that

had as many notches in it as his age and at night to give hi tea from pine trees. I am not sure

what effect, if any, this really had, but I have to say I do not fuly discount it. Voodoo is the

oldest religion known to man and, supposedly, teaches a respect for the natual world which is in

keeping with the image of God being natue all around, which is what our intellgent and

profoundly gifted Alice Walker believes.

Also, I found it interestig that Toni Morrson was mared to an architect at one tie.

My husband, Phillip, is an architect. What ths means on the surace to me is that we both are

attacted to smar and creative men. On another level, it can mean an inate appreciation for the

ar. One of the thgs tht my husband and I did a lot, at my insistence, was visit The Ar

Institute of Chicago. He introduced me to the concept of fiding somethg interestg or
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somethg to like about a piece of exhbited ar work, whether though color, lines, blends,

interpretation, subject matter, textue, depth, contrast or perspective. Needless to say, I had a

famliar and successfu experience in Ar History 101.

I am also wrestling with and possibly tring to ignore, which does not make it nonetheless

a fact, is that virtly ever successfu author I have ever read about has been an avid reader. I

know that readig and listenig to stories does give one a profound appreciation for storyellng.

(Honoring the Difcult) Ths importt ingredient is absent from my background. In the forward

of Beloved. Toni Morrson shaes a very key element in wrting a successful noveL. Morrson

advises: ''you invent the chaacter then the story is spawn around tht charcter." Ths may be

elementa to some, but not to me.

Though additional reading about Toni Morrson, I have leared tht Toni Morrson ha

been criticized about her work. Gauther, Mar- Professor of English at SUNY -Courland, in an

aricle in The Afcan Amercan Review. accuses Morrson of "redressing the limted

perspectives of maisteam United States history by reclaiming the naratives of Afrcan

American history, parcularly from a female point of view" and falsely reconstcting history in

terms of "Subverting traditional accounts of US history." (395)

However, given ths importt absent ingredient, I still believe that I can be a worty

wrter. At ths point, I am entertg the idea that while I may not become a successful novel

wrter, perhaps my forte would be more in keeping with Maya Angelou --to wrte about my own

personal experiences or somethg thematic like "coming out of the basement into the light."

Cultural, Social and Religious Influences -BJ

Durg my early childhood and adolescent years, I did not have any interaction with

people outside of my race. I used to love to go shopping with my mother in our small downtown
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area because these trps aforded me the opportty to stae and surse about people who did

not look like me. My siblings and I were brought up in two churches. My mother was Baptist.

We attended her church, First Baptist, on the first and second Sundays of each month. First

Baptist was the "icon" Black church in LaGrange. I was a member of the Children's Usher

Board and also sang in the choir. I enjoyed my Sundays there, but would have prefered to attend

my daddy's church every Sunday.

My daddy is Methodist. My daddy's church is Wilson ChapeL. The church is located in

Stoval, Georgia, which is the birplace of my daddy's American family. Stoval is in a very rual

area of Georgia, approximately ten miles southeast of La Grange, Georgia where I was born. We

attended church at Wilson Chapel only on the thrd Sundays of each month with the exception of

fuerals, which were always sure to be one of a relative. The Grer Cemeter is located just

across the road from the church. My famly has lived and died in this small, relatively unown

place in Georgia for over 150 years. Ths has been a special place for me where I acquied a

great sense of family values and pride. I suppose I took to hear what my evaluator in

Foundations at SNL noted: "... with time you will be able to wrte a fine book ..." 5

Commonalities Noted in Authors' Experiences/Influences and BJ's

Assessing the abilty to wrte well using the comparative-commonaty theory was not

looking too promising for me in terms of my initiation into being an able wrter. Then I found

the followig excerpt from an aricle entitled "Black female writers shake things up- Shakinfl the

Tree - by Jennifer Mattson:

"At last, a number of older Black women wrters can stop holdig their
breath and exhale," writes Maya Angelou in her praise for Shaking the Tree: A

5 (See attched original comments.)
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collection of New Fiction and Memoir by Black Women, ... The new anthology
showcases the next generation of Afcan-American female wrters who are
defining a new era of contemporary American literatue.

Shakg is made up of 23 excerpted essays and chapters from books
published in the 1990s. Weaned on the works of Alice Walker, Toni Morrson,
Maya Angelou and Jamaica Kincaid, the authors are their mothers' daughters, and
yet nothg like them. They are the children of black power, Fat Albert, and the
Reagan and Bush presidencies. Unlike their parents, this new wave of wrters
doesn't see the world in black and white. They are biracial and multicultual -
children of mixed heritage who identify as black and white.

. .. Alice Waler's daughter, Rebecca Waler, wrtes about being black
and Jewish. After moving from the Bronx to the predominately white New York
suburbs, Waler is pailly aware tht others perceive her as black, although she

never identifies herself that way.

... and Walker, like several authors in the anthology, wrte about

outgrowing the rigid classifications of race, while, unortately, the people
around them have not. The collection is filled with stories of black women tring
to find their way in a world unown to their parents. ..."

I felt that ths excerpt was importt in ilustrating how one's social environment can

have as big an impact on one's frame of reference in tellng stories, coupled with and/or aside

from, one's cultual ineritace. However, it is quite evident to me that their mothers' mere

revolutionar styles have impacted their desires to be revolutionar wrters as well.

The message ths excerpt sends to me is that there is a need for a new era of Black female

wrters; that I need not be "in keeping" with my "idolized" brilliant female authors; that I can

perhaps care out a writing career that can speak to "today's matue woman" who is trying to

realize a deferred dream, with an ambition to change her impendig destiy; and that I may be

able to help younger women who may be confsed about their identifies or wort in society etc.
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Intended Audiences - BJ

An essay that I wrote and of which I am very proud is Beauty Transcends Ethnicity. It

addresses the need for all young women to have obtanable models to emulate in order to derive a

sense of appreciating and maitang a sense of pride in their own ethcity. In ths essay, I tred

to deliver the message that to be an authentic par of society, one's ethcity does not have to be

compromised. A general sentiment, the "meltig pot" theory - '"if we just keep fuckig each

other, we will all eventuly look alike" -- is a cop out. It is my opinion that we need to

acknowledge, respect and appreciate our differences.

Final Comments

When I first began ths project, I did not envision the catharc value that it would brig to

my life. Comparng, examining and acknowledging areas of my life that I am proud of and

ashamed of has brought an awareness that is excitig but at the same time unsettling. I know

without a doubt that '"all is not welL." I am rewarded with a good salar on a job that is

unewardig to me in terms of utilizig and challenging my intellectu abilities. When I first

staed at SNL, students were given a hand out "A Proper Education" by Charles Handy, which

addresses the importce to recognze and develop one's natual intellgences. Throughout the

SNL program, I have leared that I have prett good analytical skills. I am convinced that in

order for Bernce to fuly actuize, I must explore avenues that wil allow me to use these "prett

good analytical skills." At one point, I seriously thought about aborting this project because the

consistency of discoverig the brilliances of my thee authors and having the audacity to compar

myself to the likes of Maya Angelou, Toni Morrson and Alice Walker was beginng to feel like

psychological suicide. Life experiences and hard lessons someties theaten who God intended
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us to be. I have been a witness to too many people who have resigned themselves into a life of

"come what may." I do not want to be a lifelong member.

(Honoring the Difcult) - I than God for giving me the insight and courge to explore

with a passion-filled hear the hope of findig my tre talent in a craft that I can fall in love with

and one that others can appreciate.

This has try been an intimate experience.
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